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the result? some glaring omissions, but also some glaring inaccuracies.
the nature report was more about the public perception of wikipedia
than about wikipedia itself. much of what was wrong with the report

was its belief that britannica made no error and was thus not worthy of
examination. whether that was the case or not, the naturesurvey, as
with others, did not compare the quality of the entries. the wikipedia

entry for nature asks a straightforward question: how much of the
contents of the article can be verified? to that end, the naturereport is

critical of britannica for containing entries which are vague,
contradictory or based on speculation. the britannica entry on nature is
entirely factual and gives no opinions. but thats not the point. the point

is that one of the most respected names in the history of print, and
certainly the most respected name in the history of scientific

publication, was willing to admit that there were inaccuracies in its
entries. the naturereport also did not examine the question of what

proportion of the entries on the different websites are actually
referenced in the britannica. so the answer to the question of whether

the britannica has become accurate is yes, to the extent that it is a
convenient, quick and free database and encyclopedia for the general

public, but no, to the extent that it is a major reference work for
scholars. if the naturereport is to be taken at face value, then the truth
is that wikipedia may have a better claim to being the most accurate

encyclopedia than britannica. its no wonder that the britannica is
willing to admit this. if it did not, then it would lose its reason for being.

if the britannica did not admit this, then it would probably lose its
reputation as a long-standing and respected authority on scientific and

historical knowledge. while wikipedia and britannica offer different
services to their users, they both face the challenge of continually
improving their reputations and maintaining their relevance. any

contribution to this debate is much appreciated.
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finally, to get the most out of this book your needs and the needs of
your students needs to be taken into account. in particular the free
version of encyclopedia britannica for windows will not cover all the

features of the standard edition. for example, the open door map takes
students beyond the headlines of the day. another useful feature is the

downloadable books from the bbc , and the general education books
which contain summaries of numerous articles in the encyclopedia. it is

believed the most users are through the desktop version and that it
has 30 million users. however, this is a small percentage of the books
sold which are reportedly 2 million in 2007. with free, ad-supported

access the bbc insists that any commercial benefit should be returned
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to the users. the earliest version of wikipedia, the one that was called
"the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit", contained a brief history
of wikipedia written by two daily news editors, although it is not part of

the current britannica encyclopedia. the first regular encyclopedia
featured in wikipedia was encyclopedia dramatica, a satirical entry

consisting of the dictionary definition, a plot summary, and links to the
wikipedia article on the topic. the second regular encyclopedia was

fantastic fiction, a fictional encyclopedia of fantasy and science fiction.
the first time a monthly version of britannica was used for wikipedia

was in october 2006, which is still used in the entry for november. the
printed version of wikipedia has been a significant feature of the

industry since its inception. the project has raised approximately 2.5
million dollars from the new york city board of education, the knight

foundation, and many other sources. after creating a prototype for the
encyclopedia, jimmy wales pursued funding for a full-blown

encyclopedia. wales initially proposed a â£1 million grant from the
british government to cover the development of the online

encyclopedia. this grant was awarded by the uk national lottery and
matched with an additional â£1 million from the open society institute.

the first encyclopedia, the britannica online encyclopaedia (or
"britannica online"), was launched in november 1996. the encyclopedia

was intended to be a temporary product that could be updated
periodically. additional features were offered through technology
licensing, and a separately produced encyclopedia focused on a

specific topic was added in 1998. in december 1999, the britannica
encyclopaedia online (or "britannica online 3.0") was released, which
was the first major version of the online encyclopedia. 5ec8ef588b
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